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Abstract
We discuss a generalization of statistical thermodynamics to the open

systems case using as an example the alloy under irradiation model. The
statistical properties of stationary states are described with the use of gen-
eralized thermodynamic potentials and "quasunteractions" determined
from the master equation for probabilities. Methods for solution of this
equation are illustrated by the mean-field type calculations of correlators,
thermodynamic potentials and phase diagrams for disordered alloys.

1 Introduction

The details of interaction at microlevel of high-energy irradiation (neutrons,
heavy ions... ) with crystalline solids were the subject of numerous works and
now are well understood. At the same time the change of macroproperties,
in particular thermodynamic, which were observed experimentally in a num-
ber of works (for review see [I]), became the object of theoretical investigation
only relatively recently. The proper framework for such studies was proposed
by Martin [2], who has pointed out that the steady state of the alloy in the
presents of irradiation (or other external force) is formed as a result of two con-
current processes — thermally activated diffusion, which tends to lead system
to the equilibrium state at given temperature, and irradiation-induced processes
of atomic interchanges, suppressing any correlations and trying to lead alloy to
the maximally disordered state. The properties of such steady-state may differ
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dramatically from the initial ones in thermal equilibrium (for example, at suf-
ficiently low temperatures "ballistic" processes always dominate) and must be
considered by special methods.

Mathematically the problem is a kind of the known problem of "kinetic
model with competing dynamics" [3],[4],[5]. It was shown, in particular, that
in such situations the steady state inherits main characteristic properties of the
usual Gibbs states (smallness of fluctuations, maximum of entropy... ). But the
application of the conventional methods of equilibrium statistical physics to the
concrete models seems to be not discussed yet.

In this work we consider one of the simplest model discussed earlier by Mar-
tin and «workers, where both thermal diffusion and irradiation is modeled by
the direct interchanges between pairs of atoms (Kawassaki processes). Phase
equilibria in this model were studied by computer modeling in [6], [7],[8],[9]
and with the use of Kubo anzatz [1O]. We disc U=P here the microscopic ap-
proach to the problem, based directly on the solution of the master equation
for the probability distribution of different microscopic configurations. To ob-
tain analytical results we consider the model with long-ranged configurational
interactions which is known to reflect qualitatively many thermodynamic and
kinetic features of real alloys [11] and allows the full solution [12],[13].

The structure of the work is as follows. In the second section for the sake of
completeness and to introduce notations we derive the microscopic master equa-
tion for the probability distribution. In the third section discuss the possibility
of it's "exact" operator solution. The mean-field approximation for correlators
and thermodynamics is discussed in the forth section.

2 Master equation

We consider the binary alloy Ai-cBc with the atomic concentration c of the
second component. Different microscopic configurations of the alloy may be
uniquely characterized by a set of occupation numbers {n<} defined on the sites
of the ideal crystalline lattice: n,- = 1 if the site i is occupied by the atom of the
sort B and HJ = O otherwise. We shall frequently use the symbol ' (prime) for
the operation

*' = !-* (1)

Thus, n{ is the occupation number "with respect to A" : nj = 1 if the site i is
occupied by the A-atom. Both n and n' have the "projection property"

n2 = n (2)

For the time evolution of the probability distribution P({n}) we assume the
following form (Master Equation):

(3)



where V7({n} <— {fi}) is the probability of transition per unit time from the
configuration {n} to {n}.

In this work we restrict ourselves to the case when only direct interchanges
between pairs of atoms may take place. Thus, the quantities W^({n} <— {n})
are in fact the sums of the terms, corresponding to the individual jumps. To
take into account the effects of irradiation we assume the probability i0,-_j of
the interchange {n,-, 1 - n,-} <— {1 - n,-, HJ] ("jump from j to i") to be a sum of
the thermally-activated and 'ballistic' term:

«*.-,=»,% + «,»_, (4)

*\~j = TV (5)

u»£,=Wye-«
B--*3B> (6)

where F1-J = TU is the probability of the 'ballistic' jump, wy and E, are the
"attempt frequency" and the "saddle point energy" for the thermally activated
process and .Hy B is the energy of interaction of atoms A and B in the initial
configuration with other atoms. Assuming that these interactions have pair
character and using the definition of quantities {n,-} we write:

n,))] + V$» (7)
,ft J/i

where, for example Vt
AA is the "configurational" potential of interaction between

two atoms of the sort A at sites i and j.
Eqs. 4-7 may be rewritten in more convenient form

t^=7yexp[; i f -Afl+ry (8)

Af = £«£»' (9)
J

with the quantities i>y and «y defined as

- v # ) (U)
and

Ty=UIyC-^"'-1"" ~^.v" -*-."'• 1 (12)

It is convenient to use instead of w^j and »;•„,- from eq.8 the unified ex-
pression

WH = 7ij exp (njhf - nih* + nthf - n$hf] + Ty, (13)

3



because, for example, for the jump from j to i rij = 1, n,- = O.
In equation 3 the configurations {«} differs from {n} only by interchanging

of two atoms. This is equivalent to the following (i and j are the sites occupied
by the interchanged atoms):

1. n; ^t Uj (before the jump sites i and / are occupied by atoms of different
sort).

2. n,- = Uj and Uj — ui (the jump really happens).

3. For all k other than i and j: nt = Uk (other sites are not affected by the
jump).

To express these conditions mathematically it is convenient to introduce two
functions of arbitrary occupation numbers

6(n, n) = Tin + n'n' (14)

(j>(n, n) = 1 - 6(n, n) = nh' + n'a (15)

It can be easily verified that the first of them has the properties of usual 6-
function: S = 1 if n = n and £ = O otherwise. The second is zero if n and n are
the same and one if n ^ n. Thus, the conditions mentioned above mean that in
expression for W({n} <— {n}) quantities Wj_j and i0;-_j enter with multipliers
<j>(Hi, nj)S(m, rij)6(nj , ni)6*i({n}, {n}), where

,{n})=l[S(nk,nk) (16)

The final expression for W({n} «— {n}) has the form:

W({n} - {n}) = ̂ ^({"!.

where the notation J^,- means the sum over different pairs.
Summation over final configurations in (17), which is present in the second

term of eq.(3), gives

£ W({n} *- {n}) = ̂ Kn,- H; ({n}) (18)
{n} i>J

This is evident because for each term in (17) the final configuration is uniquely
determined by the initial one, but can be also explicitly shown by summation
over different values of {n} with the use of the definition (14).

After substitution of eqs.(17),(18) into eq.(3), it takes the form:

= Tr ][>>({«}, (S
• >i

[S(ns,nj)6(ni,ni)-6(ni,ni)6(nj,ni)}wti({n})P({h}')(19)



where symbol Tr denotes the sum over configurations {n}. With the use of
the definition (14) the expression in square brackets can be written as {— (n,- —
Uj) • (hi — fij)}. After this <j>(hi,hj) can be omitted and we obtain the master
equation in the form:

! = -Tr «y({n},

This equation preserves the norm, as it should be; that is, if the probability
distribution at initial time to is normalized

TrP({n},*0)---l (21)

it will be normalized at any other moment. To check this let us take Tr of both
sides of eq.20. We shall have

i i
TV(H4 -n,-)= X) E *i-»i=0 (22)

n,=0ny=0

and thus each term in rhs. will give O.
In this work we shall consider only the stationary distribution, dP/dt = O.
Without irradiation (when Fy = O) one can check that the stationary eq.20

is satisfied by the Gibbs probability distribution of the form

Po({n}) = eB(n-Z.>, ".>".»>+*£,-> (23)

with Va = V-fA + VffB - 2Vj* B and arbitrary value of the chemical potential
\i. (thermodynarnical potential f2 as a function of (i is defined from the normal-
ization condition Tr.P({n}) = 1). To show this let us consider the expression
(n,- — nj)w{jPa({n}) — (";«;• — "j"i)u;>.;({"}-'3<?({"})- With the use of eqs.13
and 23 the first term may be written as

S1-TiJ-K,- exp[/3( (Vîf B

exp[/?(Q- Y, ^p«Spft» + M
P>1:P:1^,j

1 (-W ~ VfS + V»* +
i9*ij

exp[/?(fl - Y. Vf1UfU1 +



The same product of exponents will be given by the second term, so, it can be
taken out of the brackets. The trace of (n,- — Uj) equals zero, which proves that
Pc({n}) is really the solution of the master equation. Note, that the cancellation
takes place in each term of rhs.20. This property is a consequence of the so-
called "detailed balance condition" , which is satisfied by the probability of the
individual jumps in the absence of irradiation.

In the presence of irradiation the solution of the master equation can not
be found in the explicit form. Nevertheless, from the principal point of view
it is interesting that for the model under consideration there exist a consistent
procedure of determination it step-by-step to any desired order. This solution
will be discussed in the next section.

3 Operator solution
In this section we consider the case of the interstitial alloy, that is, put Vtf

A =
V-fB = O, V$B = Vij. The master equation for this case maintains the form of
eq.20 with

r SH SH, , ,
wij = fa exp[n,- — + n} —} + T0- (24)

where for the case of pair interactions |& = J2a "is"» and w,-, = Vi, /T (to the
end of this section we include multiplier 1/T in the definition of H.

We shall look for the solution of eq.20 in the form analogous to Gibbs dis-
tribution:

P({n}) = exp[>l-«] (25)

with the "effective Hamiltonian" 1H

(26)

From the projection property (2) it follows that this is in fact the most general
form of the arbitrary function of {«}.

The "equation of motion" for the operator 1H follows directly from the master
equation 20 after substitution K({n}) = A- logP({n}):

W)] (27)

Let's consider "H -1H = W({n}) — "H({n}) under the sign of sum. Because
of the presence of ^'-^({n}, {n}) the terms which do not include i and/or j will
cancel each other. At the same time the exponent is multiplied by (n,- — n;- )(n,- —
fi;-). So, we shall always have HJ = O if n,- = 1 and r; = O if n;- = 1. Thus, we
may exclude terms with the products n,-nj (and in the same way with n,-nj):



(28)

where W = W(n,- = O), W = U(n, = O) and rôy = «!,-,-({ î,-}, ">,";)• The
trace is now taking only over different values of n,- , n,- .

Now we can take the trace over tildian variables and obtain:

(29)

Equating dJi/dt = O we obtain the (infinite) system of equations with respect
to effective interactions {a}. If F = O, Ti = H is evidently it's solution.

To solve eq.29 one may expand all the exponents by the powers of n and
use the identity n2 = n. Technically more convenient is to use from the very
beginning the identity F(n) = F(O) + [F(I) - F(O)Jn1 which is valid for an
arbitrary function of n. For example, to find the term with n^njUk in rhs. of
eq.29 we must put in all the others n, &j,k = O (which corresponds to the terms
F (O) with respect to these variables) and then find the combination rhs(n,- =
rij = ni. — l)i minus rhs(n,- = O; Uj = n* = 1) . . . , plus rhs(rij = 1, HJ = n* = O)
. . . , minus rhs(n,- = n,- = njt = O).

Equation for {QJ}. VVe put n,- = 1, W3/,- = O. From 29 it follows directly:

O = E6"' ((T' + r»)e~0') - (7» + r,.)e— )} (7)
a

where we have used the fact that the terms a*, and f,-, are excluded from the
sums in the exponents in the second term. Thus, we have a set of AT equations
(one for each i), the only solution of which is a,- = — A = Const. It is evident
from the definition (25) that quantity A plays a role of usual chemical potential.
The arbitrarness of it's value corresponds to the posibility of description of the
steady-state probability distribution in terms of 'grand canonical ansamble' as
well as 'canonical ansamble', as in conventional thermodynamics.

Equation for {fly}- We put n; = n;- = 1, all the other n to be zero. The
equation will be:

^e"'+"" ((TiX" +r,.)e-'-a" - (7i,ev-> + ri3)e-°'-°->}+(i&j) = O
>*i

(30)
Taking into account s ^ i,j restriction we shall have

(si)



where /y = exp(-ay) - I , f± = exp(uy - ay) - 1.
For the sake of simplicity we consider here the simple Bravais lattices in

3-dimensional space. In this case quantities «y depend only of the vector ry =
ij — r,- from site i to j. Let us define Fourier-transform $k = $00 of arbitrary
function <&,- = ^(r) defined on the sites of the lattice as

£*(r)exP(ikr) (32)
r

For the inverse transformation we have

= T^ja jf *00 exp(-ikr) (33)

where the sum must be taken over the vectors of the first Brilloin zone and
is the volume of the elementary cell.

In k-space the system of equation (31) may be written as

(70 - 7k)/+(k) + (F0 - rk)/(k) = £(7(r)/+(r) + r(r)/(r))eikr (34)
r

Farther simplifications of this exact non-linear integral equation are possible
after making assumptions about the character of configurational interactions V.
We consider in this work the so-called "model with long-ranged interactions",
in which all the potentials Vy are assumed to be non-zero and of the same order
of magnitude in a large number of coordination spheres. Thus, there exists
quantity C (radius of interactions) such that

V(r )«V(r) for r , ? < < (35)
V(r) « O for r > < (36)

and
C » 1 (37)

(we take as a measure of length the distance between the nearest neighboring
sites). Let us introduce notation $ without arguments to denote the order of
magnitude of long-ranged function $(r) for r < <;".

From the definition of the Fourier-transform it follows that Vj1 is a sum
of a large number of oscillating terms. It is known that such functions have
sharp peaks as functions of k. For example, in the limit £ = oo I^ is a sum of
^-functions in one or more special points {k,} of the Brilloin zone. In general
case, for any of such point the following relation holds:

Vk§ « C3F > V (38)



With this in mind let us return to the eq.34. If /(r) are long-ranged (as
will be shown) then near the special points the terms in Ihs. have the order of
C3(7]c/+ + ^k-O- At the same time, the sum in rhs. is restricted by the radius
£ of f(r) or 7(r). Thus, if we assume that (," S> C, the rhs. is much smaller than
Ihs. and in zero order in !/(,' may be neglected.

Let us consider now the physically interesting region v^ « 1 (it will be
shown in the next section that this is the region of the phase transition in the
model). We have (because tiy < 1):

$ = fa + /« + fa fa * fa + fa
where fa = e"" — 1.

Thus, in the considered approximation solution of eq.34 is given by

(39)

1 Q -
TQ-Tk

It follows directly from eqs.39 and 40 that the effective pair interactions are
really long-ranged if initial interactions are such. Their amplitudes are always
smaller then initial ones (FQ > Fj5. and 79 > 7jj because Fy > O, 7y > O),
especially at the point k = O, which corresponds to suppressing of correlations
due to irradiation. When F ^> 7 (for example, at low temperatures) effective
interactions vanish (and system becomes totally disordered).

Equation for {ayjt}- It is sufficient to consider n; = rij = n^ = 1; 7I3^,- ̂ t =
O. The equation looks like:

+ ( i < # j ) + (»0 k) = 0 (41)

This may be rewritten as

(i + /.,-Xi +

+ /*)(i + ysxi + /o*) - (i + /3)(i + />+*)(i + /3»)] }
(42)



where e,-* = exp(— a,-*).
It can be checked that the terms of the first (and zero) order in / cancel each

other (of course, the only thing has to be checked is the cancellation of terms
arising in the rhs because of the summations restrictions).

In the same approximations as in the previous subsection we obtain the
following expression for three-site interactions:

O = [£(Io - rk.) + (TO - 7k.)]/(ki,k2,k3)+
i=i

(r0 - rki)/(k2)/(fcO + (r0 - rkj/(k,)/(k3) + (F0 - F

(43)

where

/y* = ̂ ï E /(ki>k2,k3)A(k1+k2+k3)e''(k"R'+k^+k'fl'') (44)
Ki1Ka1Ks

and eq.43 holds only for kj + k2 + ks = O. In (43) it was also assumed that
Vij * = O (only pair interactions are present in initial Hamiltonian).

It seems to be evident that this process may be continued to infinity. Thus,
starting from the initial interactions {Vy} one can find effective interactions to
any desired order of "sightness" . At the same time, as follows from the formulas
(40), (42), all these interactions are of the same order of magnitude (in Fourier
space), thus, to calculate thermodynamic functions it is necessary to consider
all of them. In the following section we develop the method which allows to
make this without explicit summation of infinite series.

4 Mean-field approximation

Formulas for correlators. Let us start from some general relations valid for Ising
model with arbitrary interactions.

Let us write the probability distribution in arbitrary external field as

P ( { n } ) = exp(.4 - K ( { n } } + £ ̂ ) (45)
t

with H from (25) without the term J .̂ C1-Tj,- and

= -loglVexp(-W({»}) + ̂  ̂ m) (46)

10



We shall use notation < $({n}) > for averaging with the probability distri-
bution (45):

From eqs.46,47 follows easily that

dA
Ci =< nf >= —z- (48)

O0t

and

K« S< (n, - ci)(n, - c,) >= -^- = ̂  = |L (49)

where all partial derivatives are taken at constant values of all other parameters.
The correlator Ky will play the crucial role in the following consideration.

Let us introduce "free energy" J- as the Legendre transform:

*• = .4 + 2 ,̂-c,- (50)

We find in a standard way the variation ST with <j> and c:

sWti + <t>iSci) = U <t>i6ci (51)

because from (48) it follows that 6A = -
Thus, F defined by (50) is in fact the function of {c} (which are in turn the

functions of {$}) and
OF*r* (52)

Let us differentiate this equation over <j>j . We obtain

5.._V-^^ (53)
*" ~ 2-* dcidck c% (53)

or, in matrix form (and taking into account eq.49):

tr-i\ 9^ d<i>i 9^ t*A\(A '),-j = a a = -a— = -5-̂  (54)
OT1-OCj OCj OCi

This expression (first derived by Krivoglaz [14], [15]) we shall extensively use
below.

The expressions for higher-order correlators may be obtained in the same
way. Let us introduce notation

*"• "*= oc,-% *.. dck
 (55)

11



for the n-th derivative of free energy. Then, differentiating (53) with respect to
^t and taking into account that d Kjj/d<t>k =< (n,-— c;)(n,- — CJ)(TU- ct) >= KtJj1

we have:
f\

O = X] Ki>ke,j + £ K"°>i*'T - S Ki>k*>i + D Ki^>i>'K>'k (56)

or
A'yjt = — ̂ ,A'ip AjçA'trôpj,. (5")

pjr

In Fourier representation defined as in (44)

AXk1 , k,, k3) = - K(It1 )A-(k2)A'(k3)ff(kj , k2, Ic8) (58)

where ki + k2 + k3 = O.
Differentiating of these equations by <j> gives us the formulas for higher orders.
These results may be represented graphically, as shown on the figure [16].

There the full circle represents the quantity ffy...*, line in the left side is A',-,-,
symmetrization sym ( defined in such a way that sym[sym($)] = sj/m($) ) is
taken over all permutation of arguments and the common multiplier (—1) in
rhs. is assumed.

Mean-field approximation. Let us suppose now that all potentials in 1H are
long-ranged. It was shown in [12] that in this case the formulas of mean-field
approximation become exact in the zero order of 1/Ç. Below we repeat this
consideration from the slightly different point of view.

Consider the expression

c,- =<n,- >=Trniexp(A+i<t>,ns-iaspn,np- ajp77isnpn,-. . .) (59)
s s>p

We may take trace over n,-, simply putting n,- = 1 in that terms of the
exponent which contain n,-. This will give

c,- = Trexp(A + <j>, ;- Y, ̂ ,n, - ̂  aiipn,np - ... - W({n, },,;,, n, = O)) (60)

where Tr is taken over all {n,}, excluding n,- and H({n,},#, n< = O)) is evidently
the sum of all terms in the Hamiltonian "H which do not contain n,-. This may

12



be written as

c,- = Tr(I - n,-)exp(,4 + <fc - £a,-,n, - ^a,-spn,np - ... - «({»<}) (61)
» >>P

because the projection operator (1—n,-) automatically choose from H({n}) terms
with «j = O.

Thus, we have the following exact relation

c,- =< i»,- >=< 1 - n,- >j exp(0; + A - Ai) (62)

where < ... >j means averaging with the new Hamiltonian Tfc:

-Hi = 1H+ ̂ 2 ai3n, + £ a,-,pn,np + ... = U + ̂ - (63)
s >>P '

and Ai is the corresponding thermodynamic potential.
As it will be shown soon, for the physically interesting region (near the phase

transition), quantities a,-j, ayt ...are small. Thus, we may expand Ai in the
Taylor series with respect to them. To simplify calculations let us consider the
case of the pair interactions. Then, Hi differs from Ti only on the "external-field
like terms" J^ aisn, (with the minus sign, see the definition 45). VVe have:

Ai = A - C«»-Qfc + ̂ La"ai"d^d^p
 + • • • (64)

With the use of eqs.48,49 this is equivalent to

Ai = A + ̂  a,-,c3 - g X] ai'a'PK'P + • • • (65)
, »p

In the same way we obtain

< "i >i= c,- + V ait ̂ - + ... = Ci + Y] aia Kis + ... (66)
, d<t>> ,

It will be shown in a moment that everywhere excluding the very vicinity of
the instability point the terms with correlators are small. Neglecting them in
eq.62 we obtain the equality

Ci = (1 - C1-) exp(& - ̂  Oi3C1 ) (67)
3

and

<i>i = log Y :̂ + X]a" c< (68)

13



In the case of many-body interactions the final expression will have form
Q*r .,

— = fa = log y-|— + £ Oi3C, + Y^ ai'PC»CP + ••• (69)

* ' S 3>p

Expression for F({c}) can be found from (69) by integration over Cj:

C'-C.; + X OiJkCiCjCk + - • • ("O)

Formulas (69), (70) are the standard expressions of the mean-field approxi-
mation for Ising model.

With the use of eq.54 we find in the same approximation

ffij = aij + ̂  (Hj1C, + ̂  aij,pc,cp + ... (72)
J 3>p

For solid solution (when at the absence of external fields all concentrations
are the same Cj = c) matrix K in (71) may be found explicitly with the use of
Fourier transform:

A'(k) = — - (73)

In the case when only pair interactions are present a^ = Vïj/T eq.73 is equiv-
alent to the Krivoglaz-Clapp-Moss approximation in the theory of short-range
order in alloys [15]:

The instability point (the point of the second-order phase transition) is given
by zeroes of the denominator of A"(k). Thus, at this point c ('K,) = l/[c(l — c)].
We see that in this region <r(ka ) « 1 and thus the inequality mentioned earlier
aij K 1/C3 « 1 is really fulfilled.

Let us estimate now the neglected terms in eqs. 65,66. Consider, for example,
the sum I = ̂ , Oi3Ki3 from (66). In k-space it may be written as

p.,

If we are not in the vicinity of phase transition, that is, if A"(k) is a smooth
function of k, then the integral may be estimated as

(76)
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because in k-space a(k) looks like a peak of the width 1/Ç centered near k,. This
is a general property of integrals with long-ranged function: each integration in
k-space, as a rule, brings to the result an additional multiplier l/£3.

The special care, however, must be taken for the case when K (k) is itself a
sharp function of k. Let us consider the denominator of the correlation function
A"(k) in the vicinity of the instability point. If we suppose that the the insta-
bility is associated with the wave-vector k, = O and the lattice has the cubic
symmetry, then

where T is a function of external parameters, such that T = O at the instability
point (if ff = S/T and T is the only external parameter, as in the usual Ising
problem, r = (T- T1) /T; T3 being the instability temperature).

ff'n, being the second derivative of a with respect to k is estimated as

^O = I E^)I'2 ~"OC2 (78)

Thus, near the instability point

with
? ~ Vï (80)

Now the integral (75) may be estimated as

/•!

J0
Thus, even in the limit T — • O the value of integral is small (although there is a
weak anomaly ~ yf in it's dependence of external parameters).

This anomaly is stronger in the higher-order correlators. Let us consider.for
example, the corrections to the pair correlator Tïy. To do this we restore the
omitted terms in eq.69 and take the derivatives of them with respect to fa. The
strongest anomaly will be in the terms of the kind £4 ai3Kij,, with the three-
site correlation function A"y, arising from differentiating of Ki,. In k-space
(with the use of (58)

6K(It) ~ /v(k) j dpo(P)<r(p, k - p, -k)A'(p)A'(k - p) (82)

The origin of anomaly with respect to r is the integral (it is convergent on the
high limit, so, we can extend integration to infinity)

(83)
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where

(84)

We see, that the fluctuation correction to pair correlators has the order
and diverges in the limit T — * O. However, this region is limited by the condition
T w 1/C6 and is very narrow for sufficiently large £.

Mean field approximation for the alloy under irradiation model. We have
seen that the correlators of all orders can be easily found if known the distribu-
tion of average concentration {ci} in arbitrary external field {<j>t}. However, if
we shall try to add these fields directly to the microscopic kinetics (for example,
changing -yy on 7y exp(n,-<fo + Uj^j)). *he resulting probability distribution dis-
tribution will be completely different: the effective interactions ay, ayt . . .will
be {^-dependent. To make averaging in a proper way let us multiply both
sides of the master equation (3) on exp(]r]<&n,-) and take trace over {n}. Be-
cause of the presence of 6li({n}, {n}) in {ij} term, the only non-trivial operation
will be

Trexp(&n,- + ̂ )(TI,- - n,-) = e*- - e**

The result is

O = -Tr£Jexp( £ *,n,)(e* - e*0(»i - "j)«By({n})P({n}) (85)
»">;' J/M

Rewriting this in the form

O = -tt]TV*.-.-*W(e*' - e*i)(m - nj>y({n})e£. *.».^*D-« (86)
»;

we see that the product of the last two exponents differs from (45) only in the
normalization constant (A0 is the "thermodynamic potential" in the absence of
external field). We divide both sides on exp(.4° -A), where A being defined by
the relation (46) and obtain

O = - Y1 < c-*'"'-*>B'(e*' - e*')(m - nj)«iy({n}) > (87)
»>j

where the averaging is performed over the probability distribution (45), (46) (the
"chemical potential" A which is present in P({n}) can be added to each &).

It is convenient to use representation (n,- — n.j) =r mn'j — n,-n| to exclude
TiJ1TIj- in the first exponent:

Thus, we have (till now everything is exact)

O = £(1 - **'-*•) < mn'fWii >= £(1 - «"-*•) < ntnfrtje*-"? + Fy) >
<5<J «9«J

(88)
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where we have used expression (13) for wy({n}) (note also, that now summation
is over sites rather than pairs).

Assuming that both u,-j and ay...* are long-ranged we may repeat literally
the consideration of the previous subsection. In zero-order of 1/Ç3 eq.88 is
equivalent to the following compact expression:

e*'-*')c.-<$(7y+ry) (89)

with (compare with the definition of hA and ha , eq.9)

«gc.h« exp(- £ vf,c,) (90)

In the absence of irradiation (Fy = O) the solution of (89) is given by

that is, we recover the result (69) directly from the kinetic model.
In the general case eq.89 is a non-linear differential equation in partial deriva-

tives with respect to the effective free energy F({c}) (remind that according to
(52) <f>i is a derivative of T by c,-). Instead of it's direct solution (the possibility
of which seems to be scarcely probable) let us obtain from it the equations for
correlators of different order.

The first derivative of (89) with respect to <£,• is

O = E(5P'' - ^)«**'*'Cpc;(Tp, + Tp,)+ (92)
Pi

Ki1Cf)(Tn + Tn)

To find the equilibrium quantities we put fa = A. The second sum vanish
and we obtain

,-c;(7f. + Ti.) - c,c{(7.,- + r.o] = o (93)

This equation was extensively used by Martin and Bellon (see, for example, [6])
in their studies of equilibrium in the system under irradiation model, c,- = c
(disordered phase) is evidently solution of this system, while for ordered phases
it determines dependence of the order parameter of concentration (note that if
F = O it is equivalent to the condition /za = const - equality of the chemical
potentials in different sublattices; pa is given by the formula 69).

To find the pair correlators A'y we differentiate (92) by <j>j. The full result
is a bit cumbersome and we present here only that part of it, which does not
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vanish after taking limit <£,• = A (it is evident that in this case the expression in
figure brackets must not be differentiated). Direct calculation gives

PI

p?

(94)

Or, in explicit form:

i1 £[cici(7,-f -f F1-.) + C1CJ(T,,- + T,i)] - [e,-c}(7y + Fy) + CJCJ(TJ* + IjO] =

+ ri°î + c*(ï'i + r'>M - A',-,[c,-(7>, + Tit) + c}(7,,- + !%,•)]}+

Kj,(civfi + c>£) (fij'c',, + TJ'.-CJ') - A'jjKVj'T.vc,- + «f^c,.^-,-^)
J s' Jj'

(95)

For disordered phase eq.95 is much simplified. After substitution c,- = c and
taking into account that 7y = 7,-,- = 7y exp[(w§ - u^)c] («Q = ^2, vis being
k = O Fourier component) we find

CC1Py(T0 + Tn) -(Ty +Ty)] =

^y(TO + To)-E A'»(^ + r*J ) + cc'ft> E A'»(^^') - E tf'.(W.Of.y]
j j jj'

(96)
where ,3Vy = U1^- + v? are the configurational interactions in equilibrium ther-
modynamics.

Eq. 96 can be easily solved with the use of Fourier transform:

1 .(k)
-c) +

 1 | r0 -r
70 -Tk
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This might be compared with eqs.40 and 71. At first glance it seems that
the irradiation simply suppress initial pair interactions Vij anH makes them to
be concentration-dependent (note the exponential dependence of concentration
in the function T(C)). This interpretation is, of course, incorrect (in fact, the
conception of concentration-dependent potentials itself contains internal contra-
dictions and immediately leads to paradoxes) - the non-trivial dependence of
concentration in the second term in the denominator of rhs. eq.97 is the resuit of
summation infinite number of terms, corresponding concentration-independent
many-site interactions.

To calculate effective chemical potential A and free energy F of the system
let us use eq.69. If follows from it that

For disordered phase this gives us the "sum raie"

de ~ 2-*< ~~ Or

(for the definition of ff see eq.55). Free energy ^"(c) is then defined from the
well-known relation dJ-(c)/dc = A.

With the use of eqs.97 and 99 we have found

A = A0 + log- hpV0c + log(l + D) (100)

T = ̂ 0 + A0C+ clogc+ (1 - c)log(l - c) + ;W0c
2 - -^DiLog(D) (101)

i PVQ

where D = D(c) = L>0exp[(i;g - vfi)c] = lirn (F0 - rt)/(70 - 7k) and the

function DiLog(z) is defined as DiLog(z) = /O
rtfylog(l + y)/y. Although two

constants of integration FQ and AQ can not be defined in this approach, eqs.100
and 101 are sufficient to solve the problem of thermodynamic equilibrium at
given temperature and intensities of thermal and ballistic jumps. The conditions
of equilibrium are the same as in conventional thermodynamics - it follows from
the fact that after obtaining the probability distribution P({n}) from the master
equation we may forget about it's origin and simply allude to any textbook on
statistical thermodynamics.

The miscibility gap calculated for different values of parameters DO and VQ
(for "interstitial" model, i>4 = O) are presented on the figure.

Note, that the phase diagram is not symmetrical with respect to the line
c = 1/2, even if in the initial Hamiltonian only pair interactions are present.
One can check, that the formulas (101),(100) are nevertheless "contravariant"
with respect to changes c —>• (1 — c) in the initial model (as it should be - we
can consider A as the 'second component' and express everything in terms of
it's concentration c').
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5 Discussion and conclusion.
In principle, we may try to apply the same methods to consider thermodynamic
equilibrium between ordered phases. In fact, all the necessary formulas were
already written. Actually, for a given type of ordering as a result of solution
of the system of equations 93 we find order parameter(s) 77 as a function of
concentration (at given temperature and other external parameters). The pair
correlator K{j for the ordered phase has the form A"y = K0^(Ri — R7-) where
j belongs to the sublattice o, j € ft and R1-, Rj are the radius-vec-tors of the
corresponding supercells. Thus, after Fourier transformation on the superlattice
the infinite system of equations 95 becomes the matrix equation of the order m
(the number of sublattices). Then the appropriate generalization of the "sum
rule" eq.99 allows to find chemical potential A and free energy F by integration
of Kn1 along the curve TJ(C) (note that in this approach we know the values of
K only on this curve).

The actual situation, however, is not so simple. The mentioned matrix
equation for correlators has the following structure (in matrix form):

SkKk + Kks[ = Hk (102)

where S< is Hermitian conjugate of S. In the limit k — O both S and H have zero
determinant. The component of A' corresponding to appropriate "eigenmatrix"
must be found as a result of taking limit k —» O, in close analogy with the case
of disordered phase (compare with the definition of quantity DO in eqs.101,100).
Necessity of such limiting process lead to the peculiar feature of the solution of
(102) - when ry —* O the limiting values of the components of matrix <TQ are not
equal to the values in disordered phase (for k ^ O they are equal - because the
solution of non-degenerate system of linear equation continuously depends on
the external parameter).

In principle, the anomalies in &Q are known to exist in some models in
more studied situations, where they are connected with the infinite-range in-
teractions (for example, in ferroelectrics, due to 1/r3 character of dipole-dipole
interactions, see, for example [12]). In these situations, however, the anomaly
manifests itself as an absence of definite limit k —> O of the function <r(k). In the
problem under consideration this also may take place, for example, if we we are
dealing from the very beginning with the lattices with lowered symmetry. For
the cubic lattices, however, the limit k —> O in (97) seems to be well defined.
Note also, that in the operator solution discussed in the second section, pair
and three-site effective potentials have a finite range and all the limiting values
for them are well-defined. It seems to be evident from the structure of solution
that the same is true also for higher-order potentials. Thus, the origin of anoma-
lies in VQ may lie only in the structure of the infinite series by concentrations
which arises in the calculation of thermodynamic properties and fluctuations.
On the whole, the situation is rather unusual and far to be clear. It's farther
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investigation in the model discussed in this work seems to be interesting and
promising.

To summarize, in the present work we have considered both exact and mean-
field solution for the alloy under irradiation model. Was found that the effec-
tive interactions which determine the thermodynamic properties of the system
have essentially many-site character with compatible input in observables in all
orders. The generating functional approach for the model with long-ranged in-
teractions was formulated. Equations for correlators were found and solved in
concrete models. The procedure of calculation the thermodynemic quantities
was illustrated by the miscibility gap calculations for disordered phases.
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